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ABSTRACT

1

Network-wide telemetry requires real-time analysis of a
large amount of traffic. Telemetry systems use stream processors to support various applications, and Protocol Independent Switching Architecture switches to reduce the workload
on stream processors. Due to the inefficient use of switch
resources, existing systems cannot fully reduce the workload
on the stream processors. Unlike the existing systems that
treat switches independently when assigning tasks, Concerto lets switches work together. The use of cooperating
switches means more resources and a further reduction in
the stream processor’s workload. Furthermore, Concerto
can also adhere to a more stringent error rate requirement.
Our evaluation shows that Concerto reduces the stream processor’s workload by as much as 19×, and under the same
workload on the stream processor, Concerto achieves an
error rate of 104 × lower than existing systems.

Network telemetry systems have powerful detection capabilities. They generate useful status knowledge by collecting
and analyzing network information, providing a basis for
many monitoring, diagnosis, and operational tasks. To obtain
network status, a network-wide telemetry system should 1)
provide expressive and high fidelity operators, and 2) operate
packets of the whole network in real-time.
Currently, telemetry tasks are run using the Protocol Independent Switch Architecture (PISA) switch [5, 27] and the
stream processor [10, 11]. However, neither of these can meet
both of the conditions on their own. On the one hand, PISA
switches provide stages for customized packet processing in
real-time, but the limited resources and operations restrict
query fidelity and expressiveness. On the other hand, the
stream processor is capable of general-purpose processing.
Still, even state-of-the-art stream processing systems only
achieve the line rate of the server, failing to process packets
across the entire network [17, 35]. In order to execute expressive operators on the entire network in real-time, existing
systems reduce the stream processor’s workload using PISA
switches [12]. The key to the design of a telemetry system is
to reduce the workload on the stream processor.
The network-wide telemetry system faces similar problems as traditional systems, but its unique constraints call
for a different solution. Database systems reduce operation
sizes by choosing the evaluation plan. Dataflow computing
frameworks utilize multiple servers by decomposing jobs
into tasks [1, 10]. The telemetry system also targets to reduce
the number of tuples to the stream processor and needs to
split queries among devices. However, telemetry is different
as 1) the switch resources determine the number of operators
on the switch, it is impossible to trade tuple processing speed
for more operators. And 2) the network configuration fixes
the tuple processing workflow, resulting in various switch
sets for different operations. Due to the strict processing constraints, telemetry systems are hard to benefit from various
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Table 1: Summary of Concerto language constructs.
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Figure 1: Concerto architecture.
evaluation plans or dynamic task assignments as database
systems and dataflow computing frameworks.
Existing systems cannot sufficiently reduce the stream
processor’s workload on network-wide telemetry. 1) Applying basic filtering on switches only reduces the stream
processor’s workload by a small portion. 2) UnivMon [21]
and Marple [26] explore the opportunity to place queries
on multiple switches individually. However, the limited resources of a single PISA switch still restrict the number of
operators offloaded to switches. 3) Sonata [12] observes the
unity between the PISA switch and the stream processor. But
it is limited to the single switch setting due to the complexity
of splitting queries among multiple switches dynamically.
Besides, its zoom-in technique does not provide a fidelity
guarantee about the result with dynamic flows.
As a step towards reducing the workload on the stream
processor with all switches’ resources, we present Concerto,
a network-wide telemetry system that lets switches execute
queries cooperatively. In Sonata, a stream processor and
an edge switch complement each other. Concerto further
orchestrates switches in the path to accompany the stream
processor, performing queries on a much larger scale. Just
as switches route packets in a distributive manner, Concerto
runs queries distributively, resulting in various operator sets
on different switches (Section 3.2). Since Concerto handles
arbitrary topology, it also applies to data center networks.
The main challenge of Concerto comes from the difficulty
of splitting queries among switches while meeting the constraints. Concerto solves this challenge by analyzing query
placement requirements and formulating the placement problem as a mixed-integer program (Section 3.3). By letting the
switches cooperate, Concerto avoids the restrictions caused
by the limited resources of a single switch and provides high
fidelity results in real-time. Figure 1 shows the Concerto
architecture. Our contribution includes:

Construct

Description

packetStream
map(expr)
filter(expr)
distinct(expr)
scan(expr, op)
zip(expr, S)
reduce(expr, op)
join(expr, S)

Stream of packets in the network.
Applying expr to each tuple.
Filtering out tuples that violate expr.
Leaving one tuple for each expr group.
Applying op on tuples with the same expr.
Stream matching according to expr.
Same as scan, but only output the final result.
Matching with stream S according to expr.

2

RELATED WORK

Reducing workload and improving efficiency are widely discussed in network telemetry systems. Many systems use
the end-host and optimize for real-time processing on the
CPU [20, 24, 28, 33, 38]. Although state-of-the-art stream processing systems achieve the line rate of the server [17, 35],
it is hard for them to process packets across the entire network. The limited resources on switches restrict operations
and scalability. Sampling can largely reduce the resource
consumption on switches [7, 21, 29, 31, 36], but does not
fit most quantitative tasks. The zoom-in technique is another widely-used method [12, 14, 22, 23, 37]. However, it
does not provide any theoretical guarantee about the fidelity
with dynamic flows. Besides, some other systems focus on
algorithmic aspects to improve sketch data structure performance [15, 16, 32, 34]. Concerto presents a different approach
to utilize switch resources by letting switches cooperate.
Note that Concerto is independent of other techniques, but
can work together with them.
There are various attempts to network-wide query placement. Many systems combine switches and software, especially the stream processor, to perform telemetry tasks [12,
19, 26, 36]. Sonata [12] is limited to a single switch and does
not provide any method for scaling to multiple switches.
To support network-wide telemetry, UnivMon [21] utilizes
switches along the path, while Marple [26] further considers
operator semantics and places operators at specific switches.
As UnivMon and Marple do not let switches cooperate, PathQuery [25] and SNAP [2] distribute packet processing logics
among switches. However, they focus on providing functions
and do not take resource consumption and workload into consideration. Concerto reduces the stream processor’s workload by formulating switch cooperation with the networkwide query placement problem.

• We propose a cooperative query execution model that
effectively reduces the stream processor’s workload;
• We provide a method to automatically analyze the
query and optimize its placement on PISA switches;
• We show that Concerto reduces the stream processor’s
workload by as much as 19×, and achieves an error
rate of 104 × lower than state-of-the-art systems.

3

CONCERTO DESIGN

Table 1 shows the Concerto language constructs, which is a
widely adopted interface [12, 26, 38]. Concerto provides onebig-switch abstraction by abstracting the traffic as a single
packet stream (packetStream). Concerto supports stateless
operators (map, filter), stateful operators (distinct, scan),
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match-actions. Stateless operators and zip require a single
match-action table to transform or remove the tuple in PHV.
With the limited register in a single stage, stateful operators
use consecutive hash tables like Bloom filter [3] or count-min
sketch [8] to meet the required error rate. For k keys, when
requiring the error rate less than p, the maximum number
of distinct items n supported by d levels of hash tables is,
h

1 i
n = −k · ln 1 − p d .

packetStream
. map (p => (p. ip . sip ,p. ip . dip ))
. distinct (( sip , dip ) => ( sip , dip ))
. map ((_ , dip ) => ( dip ,1))
. scan (( dip ,_) => dip , sum )
. filter (( dip , count ) => count == T)
. map (( dip , count ) => dip )

Figure 2: DDoS detection query.
Stage

Subquery 1: 05:scan
Subquery 2: 06:filter

We can precompute the number of hash tables given the
trace and the error rate. In Figure 3, the stateful operator
05:scan takes three stages, while others take one stage.

07:map
Mem. ALU

S1
Pkt

S2

05
04
Parser

PHV

06

Stage 1

07
05

05

05

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

07

PHV

05

Pkt

3.1.3 Best-effort tuple processing. In Concerto, switches send
intermediate result tuples to the stream processor only when
the switch resources are not enough or the expr is not executable on the switch. It also distinguishes scan and zip from
reduce and join to offload restricted operations to switches
and leave general operations to the stream processor.

Deparser

Four-Stage PISA Switch

Figure 3: Concerto switch-based query execution.
as well as the zip on switches. As it is difficult to determine
the last tuple or to generate all the possible combinations in
a stream, Concerto also provides operators that are always
done on the stream processor (reduce, join). We use the line
number for phase, which is the last executed operator of the
tuple. Figure 2 shows an example query of DDoS detection.
The full list of evaluated queries is shown in Table 5.
The difficulty of network-wide telemetry comes from compiling the query to multiple switches, which takes query
characteristics, network configurations, and switch resources
into account. In this section, we start by providing basics for
PISA-switch-based tuple processing. Next, we describe the
cooperative query execution model of Concerto. Then, we
introduce Concerto’s automatic query planning method. At
last, we use a case study to see the improvement of Concerto.

3.1

3.2

Cooperative Query Execution

Due to the strict hardware restrictions and the complex routing, network-wide telemetry systems are hard to benefit
from classical solutions. Different from identical workers
in dataflow computing frameworks, each PISA switch in
the network plays a unique role. Moreover, since network
telemetry is more about filtering tuples than joining tables,
it is more important to utilize switch resources efficiently.
Concerto proposes a cooperative query execution model.
The model assigns various parts of the query to different
switches and chains their stages to perform the query. The
chaining finishes automatically as packets transfer. Concerto
focuses on deterministic but potentially multi-path routing.
That is, Concerto knows all switches a packet may traverse.
This is a reasonable and common assumption [14, 21] as
networks usually select among available paths. Note that
Concerto is independent of the underlying routing method,
as long as it knows the possible paths.
Each switch processes the tuple based on local information
only (i.e., tuple’s phase). The switch does not need to keep the
sizable routing or operation information on other switches
to process tuples.
Concerto adds a custom header before the payload to carry
tuples and phases among switches. As Concerto does not
modify original headers, other network behaviors are preserved. Table 5 (column Header) shows the maximum tuple
size of different queries. We can see the maximum header
overhead of evaluated queries is less than an IP header.
Figure 3 also shows the model. For example, the switch
receives tuples at phase 4 from both S1 and S2 . The switch
processes all tuples of phase 4 to phase 5 ignoring its source.

Tuple Reduction Using Switches

3.1.1 Protocol Independent Switch Architecture. The PISA
switch provides a fixed number of stages for customized processing, together with a configurable parser and deparser [5,
27]. Figure 3 illustrates a four-stage PISA switch. We omit
buffers for simplicity. For each incoming packet, the parser
generates a packet header vector (PHV). The PHV is then
used for customized packet processing and converted to the
header of the outgoing packet at the deparser. Within each
stage, when the PHV matches a customized rule in the match
table, the specified operation is performed at the action ALU.
Action ALUs support stateful operations with the help of
register memories. Stages and registers are the key resources
of the PISA switch. A typical PISA switch has 1-32 physical
stages and 0.5-32 Mb of registers for each stage [6].
3.1.2 Offloading dataflow operators to switches. Concerto
offloads query to PISA switches by translating operations to
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Table 3: Symbol list.

04:map
05:scan
06:filter
07:map
t4
t5 count t6
t7
dip
dip
dip
ANY
DST
ANY
ANY
ANY
DST
DST
DST

Input from the Network Configuration
S
The number of stages in PISA switches.
op
Virtual origin node of path p before the source edge switch.
ew,v
Edge from w to v.
Input from Queries and the Trace
Zt
Indicates whether phase t performs a stateful operation.
Np, t
The number of tuples generated after phase t on path p.
Tuple Processing Variable
Cw, t,u
Indicates whether w processes tuples at phase t to u.
Fp,w, t,u Indicates whether w processes tuples in path p from t to u.
Hp,w, t
Indicates whether tuples in path p are at phase t after w .
Lw, t
Processing load of the stateful operator of phase t at w .
Tt, n
The maximum number of tuples handled by n consecutive
hash tables for the stateful operator of phase t .
Output
X w, t,s
Indicates whether phase t executes at stage s of w .

Figure 4: Query analysis of DDoS detection.
Table 2: Restriction solving of zip.

ANY
SRC
DST

3.3

Same Direction
ANY SRC DST

Opposite Direction
ANY SRC
DST

ANY
SRC
DST

LST
SRC
DST

SRC
SRC
SP

DST
SP
DST

DST
SP
DST

SRC
SRC
SP

Automatic Query Planning

Concerto plans the query under the cooperative execution
model in two steps: 1) analyzing the placement requirement
of the query, and 2) compiling the query to switches. The
analysis deals with query semantics by extracting operators’
placement restrictions, which is independent of network
configurations. The compilation minimizes the stream processor’s workload while meeting various constraints.

∀w, t :

X

Cw, t,u ≤ 1

(1)

u >t

∀w, t < v ≤ u : Cw, t,u = 1 →

X

X w,v,s > 0

(2)

X

(3)

s ≤S

∀w, n, Z t = 1 :

3.3.1 Query placement analysis. Figure 4 shows the analysis result of DDoS detection. Concerto analyzes the query
placement in three steps. 1) Concerto parses the query into
an abstract syntax tree. Each box in the figure represents an
operator, and this step fills the first two lines of the box. Concerto builds separate DAGs for each query. 2) Concerto then
extracts each operator’s local restriction from expr (third
line). The restriction has four types: SRC, DST, ANY, and SP,
representing source edge switch, destination edge switch,
any switch, and the stream processor, respectively. 3) Finally,
Concerto propagates the local restrictions to final restrictions
(fourth line). For an SRC-type (DST-type) operator, Concerto
marks its preceding (succeeding) operators to be SRC (DST).
Placing zip is more complicated as it involves two streams.
Concerto tries to reverse the second stream when manipulating streams of the opposite directions (e.g., matching source
IP with destination IP). The detailed rules for zip are shown
in Table 2, in which LST stands for where the second stream
places the previous stateful operator. When requirements
conflict with each other, the operator will be marked SP.

Lw, t > Tw, t,n →

X w, t,s > n

s ≤S

Figure 5: Tuple processing constraints.
∀p, t :
∀p, 0 < t < u, ew, x ∈ p :

Hp,op , t = δ t, 0

(4)

∀p, u, ew, x ∈ p :

Fp, x, t,u = Hp,w, t ∧ C x, t,u
(5)
X
Hp,w,u = 0 → Hp, x,u =
Fp, x, t,u (6)

∀p, u, ew, x ∈ p :

Hp,w,u = 1 → Hp, x,u = 1 −

t <u

X

Hp, x,v

v ,u

∀w, Z t = 1 :

Lw, t =

X
p

Np, t ·

_

Fp,w,u,v

(7)
(8)

u <t ≤v

Figure 6: Path constraints.
The formulation divides into five parts: 1) The target. The
target balances the average and the maximum number of tuples sent from edge switches to the stream processor by minimizing their sum, which is similar to that of UnivMon [21]
and Sonata [12]; 2) Switch hardware constraints. Concerto
guarantees the register usage is within the limit, and the
order of operators is preserved among stages. Sonata also
has similar constraints; 3) Tuple processing. For any input
phase t, Concerto ensures that each switch only has one
result phase u, operators from phase t + 1 to u are installed
at some stage, and there are enough tables for stateful operators. Figure 5 shows the constraints; 4) Path. For each path,
a switch processes tuples from phase t to u, if and only if it
has corresponding rules, and the previous switch in the path
sends out tuples at phase t. Figure 6 shows the constraints.
We use δ to stand for Kronecker delta, which is one if and
only if the two subscripts are equal; 5) Tuple reporting. A

3.3.2 Query compilation. Concerto formulates and solves
the placement problem as a mixed-integer program (MIP) like
previous works [2, 12, 21]. The formulation uses the trace to
generate the number of tuples at different stages and paths,
and the required number of stages for stateful operators.
Table 3 summaries the variables in the network-wide query
planning problem. We use subscripts t, u, v for phases, s for
stages, w, x for switches, and p for paths. For simplicity, we
focus on the single query setting, and only present the core
formulation for the cooperative query execution model. We
can easily extend it to multi-query by duplicating variables.
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2333

4- - 3333

S1

2- - -

S3

5556

S6

S4

4- - -

5556

S5

S2

S7

Table 4: Evaluated topologies.
7

Topology

Result
Tuples

Stream
Processor

Flow

t1 , t2

t3 , t4

t5

t6 , t7

d3

d5

f1
f2
f3
f1 + f2
f2 + f3
f1 + f2 + f3

442628
1383594
307941
1826222
1691535
2134163

50034
113584
8874
163618
122458
172492

1033
1739
2194
2772
3933
4966

25
36
25
61
61
86

3
4
3
5
4
5

3
3
3
3
4
4

ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

switch cannot report tuples at multiple phases except for
those from parallel subqueries (e.g., zip). Compared to previous works using MIP, Concerto handles a more elaborate
problem of letting switches cooperate.

18
56
63
103

Query
Superspreader
Newly opened TCP
Port scan
DDoS
TCP incomplete flows
SSH brute force
Slowloris attacks

# Lines
6
6
7
7
12
6
14

Worst-Case Bits
PHV
Header
(Processing) (Transfer)
123
91
107
123
191
139
240

72
48
56
72
88
88
136

the stream processor as the workload metric that we try to
minimize, which is the same as Sonata [12].

Case Study: DDoS Detection

We now provide some intuition for the difference between
Concerto and other systems through DDoS detection (Figure 2) query planning. In Figure 7, there are seven switches
and three flows. We set each switch with four stages, and 0.5
Mb of registers at each stage, which is more strict than Barefoot Tofino [27]. We use the error rate of 1%, and generate
the number of tuples at each phase (ti ) and the number of
stages to perform stateful operators (d j ) from the trace. Note
Concerto does not distinguish different flows for processing.
Concerto plans query according to the network configurations and the query analysis result (Figure 4). In Figure 7,
numbers on the top of each switch represent operators installed at stages. We use squares to indicate that the switch
processes tuples in a particular flow. As a result, with the cooperative query execution method, Concerto utilizes switch
resources and only sends 86 tuples to the stream processor.
Existing systems cannot use resources on switches efficiently. For example, limited by the number of stages on
edge switches, Sonata can only process tuples of f 1 to phase
3, sending over 1.7 million tuples to the stream processor.
Although UnivMon can use all the switches from a global
perspective, the resource of a single switch still restricts its
operator placement. Thus, UnivMon can process tuples of f 1
and f 3 to phase 3 at S 1 and S 7 , respectively, sending about 1.4
million tuples. By splitting the query to multiple switches,
Concerto executes more operators on switches and reduces
the stream processor’s load by four orders of magnitude.

4

Number of Links

15
25
52
93

Table 5: Evaluated Concerto queries.

Figure 7: DDoS detection query planning on Concerto.

3.4

Number of Sites

Claranet
ATT North America
Cesnet-10
OTEGlobe

4.1

Evaluation Setup

Topology. We use representative real-world ISP topologies
from the Topology Zoo dataset [18]. We set 20% of the ISPs
to be edge switches. Table 4 shows the evaluated topologies.
By default, we evaluate on the ATT North America topology,
Trace. We use CAIDA’s anonymized packet trace [9], which
was captured from an ISP’s backbone link between New York
and Sao Paulo. We randomly assign IP addresses and split
the trace accordingly. As Sonata, we also replay the trace at
20× speed to emulate the edge switch’s workload (20 Mpps
on average) and use a time window of three seconds.
Application. Table 5 shows the evaluated queries from existing applications [4, 12, 30, 36–38]. Column PHV shows the
bits required to process the whole query in one switch, while
Header shows the maximum size of the tuple (e.g., phase 3 of
DDoS detection). With only a small portion of packets carry
a tuple, and the maximum size of a tuple is less than an IP
header, the overall overhead is negligible.
Query compilation. We use simulated PISA switch to evaluate various settings. By default, we use an error rate of 1%,
and a typical switch setting with 16 stages, 8 Mb of register
memory per stage, and each operator can use up to half of the
memory [12]. The core query planning contains 1,000 lines
of Python code and uses Gurobi optimizer [13]. With only a
few cases (a significant amount of concurrent queries) take
more than 10 minutes, we set the time limit to 10 minutes.

PRELIMINARY EVALUATION

Compared systems. We divide six state-of-the-art systems
into three categories (Table 6). As we are interested in the net
effect of using different methods, we add constraints on MIP
to simulate different systems. Note our evaluation result for

We now use experiments to show that by splitting queries
to multiple switches, Concerto reduces the workload on
the stream processor. We use the number of tuples sent to
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Table 6: Evaluated telemetry systems.

EdgeAll
AnyAggre

Apply only stateless operators on
switches.
Apply as many as possible operators on edge switches.
Apply stateful operators at any
switches and aggregate to the
stream processor.

Everflow
[39],
DREAM [22]

Stateless
106
104

Sonata [12]

2 4

OpenSketch [36],
UnivMon
[21],
Marple [26]

Concerto

8

12 16
# Stage

20

106
104

24

4

(a) Single-query.

8

16
24
# Stage

32

(b) Multi-query.

Figure 9: Number of stages of PISA switch.
Stateless

AnyAggre

EdgeAll

Concerto

102

106
104

SSpreaderNew TCPPort Scan DDoS In. FlowsSSH BruteSlowloris

(a) Single-query performance on various queries.

# Tuples

Stateless

EdgeAll

AnyAggre

# Tuples

# Tuples

108

105

Concerto

106
104

0.5 1 2 4 8 16 32
Memory Size (Mb)

0.5 1 2 4 8 16 32
Memory Size (Mb)

(a) Single-query.

(b) Multi-query.

108

Figure 10: The register size of the PISA switch.

106

small number of concurrent queries. When there are seven
concurrent queries, Concerto still reduces the workload by
28%. Different from single queries, AnyAggre performs better when there are many concurrent queries. The reason is
AnyAggre distributes operators of different queries to multiple switches to utilize their resources. Concerto improves
performance less on many concurrent queries since they use
up critical resources such as stages in edge switches.

104
1

2

3
4
5
6
# Concurrent Queries

7

(b) Different numbers of queries.

Figure 8: Stream processor’s workload on single
queries and various numbers of concurrent queries.
each method is superior to that of the represented systems
as MIP removes redundant resource consumptions.

4.2

AnyAggre

EdgeAll

108

Stateless EdgeAll AnyAggre Concerto

108
# Tuples

System

# Tuples

Stateless

Description

# Tuples

Method

4.3

Robustness on Parameters

We now evaluate the robustness of Concerto under different
switch hardware constraints and error rate requirements.
We use the superspreader for single-query evaluation and
four concurrent queries for multi-query evaluation.

Performance of Different Queries

We now quantify how much Concerto reduces the stream
processor’s workload. The data point marks the average
number of tuples sent to the stream processor by switches,
and the error bar indicates the maximum and minimum
values. Note as Concerto reduces the workload by a large
portion, we use logarithmic scales on the y-axes.

PISA switch constraints. The number of stages directly affects the number of operators on the switch. In the extreme
case where the edge switch has unlimited stages, whether using non-edge switches does not matter. As Figure 9(a) shows,
when there are few stages, Concerto performs well by utilizing all switches’ resources. And when given a large number
of stages, EdgeAll performs on par with Concerto. In the
case of multi-query (Figure 9(b)), Concerto requires more
stages to reduce the workload. Increasing the register size
reduces the number of stages required to perform stateful operators. In both single-query (Figure 10(a)) and multi-query
(Figure 9(b)) cases, we can observe similar results as changing the number of stages. Concerto provides performance
gain under various resource constraints.

Single query. As Figure 8(a) shows, comparing with the
best previous methods for each query, Concerto reduces the
stream processor’s workload by as much as 19×, and 7.8× on
average. Although AnyAggre places queries network-wide, it
does not analyze queries carefully, forcing stateful operators
to use the stream processor. EdgeAll can use edge switches to
meet most of the resource requirements of a single query and
supports stateful operators on the switch. Hence, it performs
better than other existing methods. Note Sonata behaves
worse than EdgeAll since it is limited to a single switch. The
query analysis helps Concerto to perform stateful operators in network-wide telemetry, and the cooperative model
utilizes the resources of multiple switches.

Error rate requirement. As Figure 11(a) shows, Concerto
achieves a much lower error rate alongside a lower workload
on the stream processor. For the single query, given the same
workload, Concerto can achieve an error rate that is 104 ×

Multiple queries. As Figure 8(b) shows, Concerto is able
to outperform existing methods by ∼15× when there are a
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Stateless

AnyAggre

EdgeAll

execution model that reduces the stream processor’s workload under the constraints of query requirements, switch
hardware, and routing. Results on real-world trace show that
by splitting queries to multiple switches, Concerto reduces
the stream processor’s workload by as much as 19×, and
achieves an error rate of 104 × lower than existing systems.
For future work, we plan to add timestamp support, which
will enable Concerto to perform queries such as high latency
detection [26]. Adding timestamp support requires redesigning the interface. Besides, we are also trying to make the
query analysis more powerful by finding common parts of
subqueries to reduce resource consumption.

Concerto

# Tuples

# Tuples

108
106
104
101

10−1
10−3
Error Rate (%)

10−5

106
104
101

(a) Single-query.

100
Error Rate (%)

10−1

(b) Multi-query.
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Figure 12: Normalized workload on various topologies
with different numbers of concurrent queries.
lower. As for the multi-query case, Concerto reduces the
workload by a relatively smaller amount, but can still reach
a 10× lower error rate with the same workload. Requiring a
lower error rate has a similar effect of reducing the register
size. Thus it is unsurprising to find that the two subfigures of
Figure 11 are mirror images of Figure 10(a) and Figure 10(b).
Cooperatively utilizing resources from multiple switches
enable Concerto to achieve far lower error rates.
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